
 

Life App 
WISDOM — Finding out what 
you should do and doing it.


15 
MIN

CONNECT: Providing time for fun interaction and relationship. 
Use connect activities as your starting point for relationship. Place all 
connect actives out before kids arrive and be ready to engage them 
when they first arrive. 

STORY: Communicating God’s truth in engaging ways. 
Communicate the monthly life app and weekly bottom line in 
engaging ways. Use each week’s Bible story to connect into their real 
world. 

10 
MIN

WORSHIP: Inviting people to respond to God.  
Use the monthly songs through your media.


25 
MIN

25 
MIN

GROUPS: Creating a safe place to connect.  
Use the group activities to connect the bottom line and Bible story into 
kids lives with real life examples. Remember, the whole point of 
groups is to connect with kids in relationship! 

HOW TO PREPARE  

1. Go to myfreedom.org/kidsleaders to do the following:

1. Pray for the kids that will be in your group this weekend.

2. Respond to planning center requests for scheduling. 

3. Read through this weeks leader guide several times throughout the week to familiarize yourself with 

what to say, how long it should take, and the order of activities. 

4. Watch the Bible story video and worship songs.

5. Watch the monthly overview video for this months purpose and theme!


2. Arrive on time to tag in briefly with the team, set up connect materials, and connect with early check ins. 

3. Teach kids about God’s Word with energy!


WHAT YOU NEED (provided for you)

	 	 	 	 	 	 


-Bible (bring 	  
your own)  
-clear bowls (2)

-sand

-random objects

(2 of each)


BIBLE STORY 
Jesus Grows In Wisdom


Luke 2:41-52

MEMORY VERSE 
“If any of you lacks wisdom, you 

should ask God, who gives 
generously to all without finding 
fault, and it will be given to you.” 

James 1:5 

BOTTOM LINE 
Wisdom is worth 

searching for.

5 
MIN

HOME: Prompting action beyond the experience. 
Engage in home activity until all kids have been checked out. Be sure 
each child leaves with a take home bag.
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http://myfreedom.org/kidsleaders


 

Check in : Connect Games + Activities  

WHAT YOU DO: 
1. CUE FK Logo Graphic (#1) and play music located to the left of ProPresenter in the audio bin.

2. Set up connect games and actives throughout K-5th environment. 
3. Connect kids to an activity so that all kids are engaged. 

4. CUE FK 5 Min Countdown (#2) when the gathering is scheduled to begin.

5. At TWO minutes left, encourage kids to begin cleaning up the connect materials and find a seat on the 

large group mats.


WHAT YOU SAY: (As kids arrive from check in) “Hi guys! Welcome to Freedom Kids! My name is [insert name]. 
What would you like to do today? We have…[show kids activity options].”


TRANSITION TO LARGE GROUP: “Alright, Freedom Kids! It’s time for large group! Wipe down those supplies and 
pick your square on the large group mat! [When timer hits 10 seconds] 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1!”


*All steps in orange are cue’s for production team.*     
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OPENER 

WHAT YOU DO: 
1. CUE Opener Video (#3) as soon as countdown finishes. 

2. During opener video, sit on the mat with the kids and interact with the opener video. 

3. When the opener finishes, use the transition below to transition to worship. 


TRANSITION TO WORSHIP: “It’s time for worship! Worship is a time we set aside to show God honor and love. But 
you know what else? Worship does a lot inside of us, too. Worship gets us ready to HEAR from God! So right 
now, let’s give our best and let God move in our room today however He wants to. He’s ready and all we have 
to do is invite Him in. Let’s worship.”
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Game Time : “Dig For It” 
WHAT YOU DO:  
1. In today’s game, contestants will compete to be the first person to guess the object that is hidden in the sand.


1. Use the “What You Say” below to explain how to play. 

2. Select 2 kid volunteers to come up for each round.

3. Place a clear bowl of sand in front of each contestant and blindfold them with the bandanas.

4. Show the rest of the “audience” the object before hiding it in the sand.

5. Hide the objects in each bowl (should be the same obsject for each player) and CUE Game Suspense Music 

(#8) for each round.

6. Comment on the action and encourage kids to “keep digging” and guess even if they don’t know. Hold the mic 

close to the contestants so everyone can hear their comments.

7. The winner of the round is the person who guesses the object correctly first!

8. Play as many rounds as there is objects selecting 2 new volunteers each round.


1. There will be a bag of random objects (2 of each) in your weekly bin. 

WHAT YOU SAY: “It’s game time! And in today’s game you’re going to be doing a looooot of searching. Today’s game 
is called ‘Dig For It!’ Two of you will compete to find an object here in the sand (point to bowls of sand). Once you 
find it, you want to be the FIRST person to guess the object correctly! You’re going to need a lot of wisdom 
because you’ll be blindfolded! So, who’s ready to dig for it?” Select volunteers and follow the steps above 
for each round. 
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Worship  

WHAT YOU DO: 
1. Stand and engage in worship videos, singing loud and following the motions to engage. 

2. CUE Song 1 (#4).

3. CUE Song 2 (#5) immediately after song 1.

4. Welcome kids to Freedom Kids and give them 60 second to answer today’s question with their friends:


1. If you could dig and find ANYTHING, what would you want to find? 
5. CUE 60 Second Timer (#6) and Transition Video (#7) immediately after. 


WHAT YOU SAY [AFTER SONGS]: Pray if you feel led to after song 2.“Before you sit down, you have 60 seconds on 
the clock to tell everyone here your name and your answer to today’s question: If you could dig and find 
anything, what would you want to find? Ready, set, GO!" CUE 60 Second Timer (#6) and Transition Video (#7).
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BiblE Story 

WHAT YOU DO: 
1. Production team follows along with large group leader.

2. Use the “What You Say” below to introduce today’s focus.


1. Connect today’s focus to the game you played.

2. CUE Wisdom Def’N (#9).


3. CUE Bible Story Video (#10) when appropriate.


WHAT YOU SAY: “Wow! You guys did really great with that game considering you couldn’t see anything! For 
some of you, you had to keep digging to even find the object but in the end, it was worth it for us to get to see 
that. Am I right? 


When it comes to wisdom, it’s something we have to search for. Wisdom isn’t knowing the answers to every 
math problem or the capital city of every state. Wisdom is simply this - knowing what you should do and 
doing it. True wisdom of knowing what we should do can only come from God. And lucky for us, we don’t 
have to go digging a hole in the sand to find it - we can dig right here in the Bible! (Hold up a Bible.) So 
get ready to dive into today’s true story from the Bible to get a little more wisdom…about wisdom. 
Check this out. CUE Bible Story Video (#10). 


Close 

WHAT YOU DO: 
1. Review story and connect the dots between the story and today’s bottom line.

2. CUE Bottom Line Graphic (#11) when appropriate.

3. Transition to small groups and invite kids to come back next week.


WHAT YOU SAY: “Today our bottom line is wisdom is worth searching for. CUE Bottom Line Graphic (#11). Say 
it with me! Wisdom is worth searching for! I think it’s amazing that even JESUS himself grew in wisdom. He 
searched for it. He stayed behind at the temple to ask questions and talk about God with all the teachers. 
Wisdom is a treasure — it can help us make all kinds of decisions in life. And not decisions that the world 
would say you should do but the right, wise decisions come from our relationship with God. Living out 
wisdom from God will allow us to live the BEST life! Wisdom is worth searching for. So we got to HEAR 
from God’s Word, we got to PRAY to God together, now it’s time to TALK about God in our groups. Let’s go!”


TRANSITION TO SMALL GROUPS: “K-2nd graders, you will be together here [point to group mat]! 3rd-5th graders, 
you will be here [point to group mat]. See you next week!”
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